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1 .1 ..In.a.paper.published.in.the.Philosophical Quarterly1.I.presented.an.
argument.concerning.the.reading.of.the.passage.in.Utilitarianism in.which.
Mill. centrally. discusses. the. quality/quantity. distinction .. Subsequently,.
Jonathan.Riley,.who.I.criticize.in.that.paper.by.citing.his.articles.as. in-
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[P].If.one.of.the.two.[pleasures].is,.by.those.who.are.competently.acquainted.






































higher.kind.is.preferable.to.any.finite.number.of.a.lower.kind .”.Also.Riley.(1999,.p ..351) ..
Similarly.see.Cohen.(1980,.p ..157),.Kelly.(1990,.p ..24).and.many.others .

















Independent.support. for. the. ‘usual’. reading. is.given.by.Mill’s.assertion.
that.“it.would.be.absurd.that.while,.in estimating all other things,.quality.
is.considered.as.well. as.quantity,. the.estimation.of.pleasures. should.be.
supposed.to.depend.on.quantity.alone”.(X,.p ..211,.italics.added) .
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by.P.as.well. as.other.writings.of.Mill.which. I.did.not.but. should.have.













tially. labelled. thus.but. seems.very. similar.or. even. identical. to.his.own.
interpretation.of.Mill ..He.describes.this.view:
[RSV].one.pleasure.x.is.of.a.higher.kind.or.quality.than.a.second.pleasure.y 
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and.essentialist. senses.of. ‘quality’.noted.above ..Not.unrelatedly,. it. also.































3. Riley’s Criticism Assessed
Rather.than.discussing.the.intuitive.plausibility.of.the.metaphysical,.psy-
chological,.or.moral.aspects.of.this.theory9.I.will.only.attempt.to.demon-
strate. that. this.view.derives.no.support. from. the.writings.of.Mill.Riley.












and.not. in. the.passages.quoted ..For. instance,.Riley.appeals. to. some.of.










Mill. in. fact. discusses. a. claim. in. aesthetics,. not. ethics .. In. Modern 
Painters John.Ruskin.had.argued.that
every.thing.which.gives.us.the.emotion.of.the.Beautiful,.is.expressive.and.
emblematic.of.[some.of. the]. lofty.or. lovely. ideas.[of].Infinity,.Unity,.Re-
pose,.Symmetry,.Purity,.Moderation,.and.Adaptation.to.Ends .10
..9.See.Scarre.(1997) .
10.“Editorial.Notes”.to.James.Mill’s.Analysis of the Human Mind,.in.Miscellaneous 
Writings.(XXXI,.p ..224) .













that. he. has. given. an. associationist. analysis. of. our. feeling. of. justice. in.
ch ..V.of.that.work ..All.of.Mill’s.efforts,.both.in.his.comments.and.in.U.
V,. are.unambiguously. intended. to.discount. the.perceived.peculiarity.of.
those.feelings ..There.is.not.a.single.reference.to.U.II,.let.alone.P,.in.Mill’s.





























of. infinity’. only.occurs. once,. on.p .. 226,. and. there. is. no. argumentative.











beauty.or.sublimity.are.always.things.which have a natural association with 









answered.with.little.difficulty ..It is no mystery,.for.example,.why anything 
which suggests vividly the idea of infinity, that is, of magnitude or power 
without limit, acquired an otherwise strange impressiveness to the feelings 
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4. What is Mill’s ‘Qualitative Hedonism’?
4 .1 ..It.was.not.my.intention.to.present.a.complete.interpretation.of.Mill’s.
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than.ten.units.of.y..That.is.analogous.to.a.case.in.which.one.bottle.of.some.
wine.x.gives.more.pleasure.than.ten.bottles.of.wine.y .16
It. is. important. to. realise. that. the. word. ‘pleasure’. gets. used. in. two.

























































(good.books.may. take.more. time.or.effort. to. read. than.bad.ones,.good.
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too.tedious .20.The.claim.that.Toyotas.are,.as a kind,. that.is,.generically,.
of.higher.quality.than.Hyundais.is.as.helpful.and.informative.in.ordinary.
evaluative.discourse,.and.can.be.tested.in.roughly.the.same.way,.as.is.the.
claim. that.mental.pleasures.are.of.higher.quality. than.bodily.ones ..Not.
every.higher.pleasure.need.be.superior. to.every.quantity.of. lower.ones.
everywhere.and.anytime,.but.by.and.large.they.are .
5 .2 ..Secondly. it. should.be.noted. that. such. a. redundancy.would.be.
a.less.severe.problem.for.Mill.than.is.often.thought,.if.a.problem.at.all ..
Mill.puts.much.less.weight.on.the.concept.of.‘quality’. than.is. typically.
made.out ..He. talks. about. ‘quality’.nowhere.but. in. a. few.paragraphs. in.
Utilitarianism (and.in.one.completely.isolated.sentence.in.his.voluminous.
diaries).and.repeatedly.labels.the.allegedly.deeply.revisionist.Utilitarian­


























21.(I,.p ..226),.and.entry.of.March.23,.1854.(XXVII,.p ..663) ..Similarly.elsewhere ..
22.I.discuss.how.Mill’s.utilitarianism.relates.to.Bentham’s.in.my.doctoral.dissertation.
(Schmidt-Petri.[2005]) .
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Croatia,.where.I.presented.part.of.the.material.of.this.paper ..Work.on.this.
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